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The cat recovered from her illness quickly. 
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I have been suffering from regular headaches from very young age, and have 

a weak and frail body, because of that, a friend of my mother encouraged her to 
learn Longevitology. After she experienced the effectiveness herself, suggested me 
to go and learn, therefore, I joined the primary and intermediate courses of 
Longevitology this year. 

After I had the chakras opened in the primary course, whether is a long or 
short time, everyday I find time to doing exercises. The problem with my 
headaches it might be due to accumulation over the years, and everyday there is 
new pressure appearing, with self adjustments the effect did not make me better, 
but, when my hand place on the pain area, it actually could reduce the pain. 
Incidentally, our cat at home recently has been ill, took her to the vet. Because she 
is fierce-looking cat, can get very violent, not able to receive treatment from the 
doctor, so, just have to take her back home and think of something else. Because 
we did not know what was wrong with the cat, so, I and mother together we 
applied adjustments to the cat. Two adults’ hands easily covered the cat’s whole 
body, able to treat all the chakras at once, very quickly the cat recovered, and her 
muscles also seems firmer, myself and mother felt so happy. Apart from that , the 
cat would be travelling to Shanghai’ with the original owner, mother especially 
reminded me to apply adjustments to the cat’s head, to settle her heart and mind, so 
she could face her fore coming journey safely. 

With this successful experience, I with my “evil hands” extended to the fish in 
the house, this fish is already 10 years old, and a few months ago, her companion 
left this world. Since then she is not eating well and no as active as before, when I 
placed my hands closed to the fish tank, could feel prickly sensation. Continued for 
the adjustments for a few days, still getting the prickly hot feeling, I hope the fish 
will recover with the help of Longevitology. 

Because of these successful experiences, I have every confidence to 
recommend my friend and colleagues to learn Longevitology. Hope all my friends 
and myself would be healthy and beautiful together, especially my colleague who 

 


